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Abstract
Cooperation problems are at the heart of many everyday situations. In this paper, we propose a
very simple and light-handed mechanism to sustain cooperation and test its performance in a rich
laboratory environment. The mechanism moderates cooperation by controlling experiences,
more specifically, it "manipulates" subjects’ initial beliefs by providing them with selective information about (un)cooperative behavior in other, unrelated, groups. We observe that contributions are considerably sensitive to such selective information. First impressions participants happen to make predict subsequent behavior. Our results, however, suggest an asymmetry in the
strength of the reaction – which might pose a limit on the effectiveness of the mechanism in natural settings.
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Introduction

Cooperation problems are at the heart of many everyday situations. For example, when it comes
to protecting the environment, defending one’s country, generating new knowledge, joining a
political party, extending the infrastructure, or exploiting the opposite market side, agents face a
social dilemma. Jointly they are best off if everyone contributes her fair share. But individually,
free-riding on others’ efforts yields the highest payoff. A large number of theoretical and empirical papers have explored how people should be expected to and how they actually do behave in
such situations. Many empirical contributions make use of laboratory experiments where subjects participate in a prisoners’ dilemma or in a public-good game. Absent institutional interventions like punishment (Fehr and Gächter 2000), contributions are heterogeneous in the beginning, but average cooperation quickly declines and most participants free-ride in the end (e.g.
Andreoni 1988). These results have been stress-tested extensively, e.g., with respect to anonymity (Andreoni and Petrie 2004), culture (Herrmann, Thöni et al. 2008), group size (Isaac, Walker
et al. 1994), efficiency (Glöckner, Irlenbusch et al. 2010), or framing (Goerg and Walkowitz
2010). Interventions that mitigate the dilemma are not easily designed. Effective interventions
tend to be heavy-handed, often altering the incentive structure of the game such that free-riding
is not in an individual’s self-interest any more (e.g. Ostrom, Walker et al. 1992; Falkinger, Fehr
et al. 2000; Fehr and Gächter 2002; Gürerk, Irlenbusch et al. 2006; Glöckner, Irlenbusch et al.
2010). In this paper, we propose a very simple and light-handed mechanism and test its effectiveness by using laboratory experiments.
Our mechanism is based on an observation that has previously been made in public-goods experiments, namely that (initial) group composition and initial cooperation rates significantly affect
the future development of cooperation rates in a particular group (Burlando and Guala 2005;
Gächter and Thöni 2007; Beckenkamp, Engel et al. 2009). A likely reason for this behavioral
pattern is provided by the influential concept of reciprocity and conditional cooperation (Fischbacher, Gächter et al. 2001; Dufwenberg and Kirchsteiger 2004; Falk and Fischbacher 2006;
Fischbacher and Gächter 2010, among many others). If persons are sensitive to the behavior of
other group members, those groups who cooperate little in the beginning will become even less
cooperative over time, while groups with substantial cooperation in the beginning are able to
sustain cooperation over time. This suggests that outsiders might moderate cooperation by controlling experiences. Our mechanism is even less invasive in that it is confined to the first impressions subjects happen to make. More precisely, the idea is to “manipulate” initial beliefs by
providing participants with selective information about (un)cooperative behavior in other, unrelated, groups. The information affects initial beliefs about others’ behavior, which in turn changes how I myself behave initially. A virtuous (or vicious, depending on the kind of information
that is provided) cycle starts: via beliefs, our manipulation determines cooperativeness in the
beginning, which in turn determines cooperativeness later on.
Our intervention idea is in the spirit of James Q. Wilson’s Broken Windows Theory (Wilson and
Kelling 1982) which is based on the work of American sociologist Philip Zimbardo. In 1969,
Zimbardo abandoned two identical cars in two different locations: the Bronx, NYC and Palo
2

Alto, California. “The license plates of both cars were removed and the hoods opened to provide
the necessary releaser signals” (Zimbardo 1969). In the Bronx, the abandoned car was stripped
and demolished after only 26 hours, the result of 23 separate incidents of vandalism. In contrast,
the car in Palo Alto still sat unmolested after the course of an entire week. Zimbardo then decided to provide an example of vandalism to the affluent and seemingly non-violent neighborhood
of Palo Alto. So he and two graduate students of his took a sledgehammer and started bashing
the car. After they had taken the first blow, observers shouted encouragement and finally joined
in the vandalism, until the car was completely wrecked (Zimbardo and Ebbesen 1969).
In order to clearly identify the short- and long-run effects of our mechanism we run laboratory
experiments, which have the benefit of providing a sufficient degree of control over the environment. The environment that we use has been prominent lately to study social dilemmas and
cooperation problems. It is a complex public-good game (more precisely, a voluntary contribution mechanism) with decentralized sanctions (Fehr and Gächter 2000) and counter-punishment
opportunities (Nikiforakis 2008). We have chosen this rich environment, since it mimics several
potentially important features available in natural environments. Moreover, it is sufficiently
complex, so that conflicting behavioral norms might emerge – which allows us to test the effect
of both favorable and unfavorable first impressions.
In the baseline, subjects play the game for 10 periods without any exogenous interventions. In
two treatments (FAV and UNFAV), prior to making their first contribution decision in the game,
we provide subjects with selected data from the baseline. Specifically, we show them graphs of
the development of mean contributions over time from selected cooperative (resp. uncooperative) groups. The information that we give is unfavorable for cooperation in treatment UNFAV –
similar to Zimbardo, we “attack the car with a hammer” and explore whether “the car will then
go to ruins”, i.e., whether cooperation breaks down in the public-good experiment. Contrarily, in
treatment FAV we reverse the manipulation by exposing subjects to favorable initial impressions
– i.e., similar to Wilson, metaphorically speaking we repair the windows in a bad neighborhood,
and investigate whether newly arriving inhabitants behave more cooperatively.
We find that cooperation rates strongly react to the treatment manipulation.1 Unfavorable information substantially reduces initial contributions to the public good. Moreover, the effect is longlasting and translates into future development of groups’ cooperation behavior. Contributions in
treatment UNFAV do not recover during the experiment. More importantly even for policy making, the favorable selective information in treatment FAV prevents cooperation rates from decaying over time. Taken together, our results suggest that subjects’ behavior is indeed conditional on
initial expectations of how others are likely to behave, and that these expectations are open to
purposeful intervention.

1

As we demonstrate in a second series of experiments (reported below in Section 4), the effect of our manipulation is mediated via subjects’ initial beliefs. Beliefs about others’ initial contribution decisions are much
more pessimistic when unfavorable information is provided.
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The next section embeds our study into the existing literature. Subsequently, we explain the design of the experiment. Section 4 presents and discusses the experimental results of our main
study, and features an additional experiment that explores whether the effect of our manipulation
is mediated by subjects’ initial expectations. Section 5 concludes the paper.
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Related Literature

Our study closely relates to the experimental literature on reciprocity and conditional cooperation. This literature suggests that a substantial fraction of subjects usually consists of conditional
cooperators, i.e., people who are willing to cooperate, provided a sufficiently large fraction of the
population does the same. (Fischbacher, Gächter et al. 2001; Mengel 2007; Fischbacher and
Gächter 2010). For conditional cooperators, information about contribution patterns in other
groups has a first- and a second-order effect. Given the uncertainty about the composition of the
group of which they happen to be a member, information about other groups helps them form
beliefs. Moreover, each participant knows that each other participant has received the same information. This makes it possible to also form a second-order belief, based on knowing that the
remaining group members have received the same information. The finding that, in our experiment, cooperation rates are sensitive to the initial information-manipulation is fully reconcilable
with the idea that a non-negligible fraction of the population acts as if they were conditional cooperators. This yields further support for the existence and importance of conditional cooperation.
The research question covered here is also closely related to the literature on institutional design,
specifically the branch that explores interventions aiming at raising contributions to public
goods. Usually, the proposed mechanisms alter the incentive structure such that free-riding becomes less attractive, or even a dominated strategy for self-centered money maximizers. For example, in (Falkinger, Fehr et al. 2000) the payoff structure is changed such that “each individual
gets a reward or has to pay a penalty depending on the deviation of its contribution from the
mean contribution.” In other studies, group composition is changed such that the payoff structure
is changed implicitly. For example, in (Gunnthorsdotir, Houser et al. 2007), subjects are rematched every period according to their cooperativeness in the previous round; which is found to
raise cooperation levels. Likewise, if groups have a chance to exclude free-riders, this improves
cooperation in a dilemma setting (Cinyabuguma, Page et al. 2005; Croson, Fatas et al. 2008), as
does a mechanism that allows members to self-select into groups (Page, Putterman et al. 2005),
in particular if free-riders are effectively excluded by a rule that sacrifices a portion of the group
income to outsiders ( the Red Cross, as it was , Brekke, Hauge et al. 2009). Our study differs
from this literature in that we leave the incentive structure of the game completely unchanged.
All we alter are the first impressions participants happen to make – which is an option that
should naturally be available in any public good game, and in many real-life social dilemmas.
Parts of the legal literature, particularly those at the intersection of law and economics, have also
been asking how socially desirable behavior and/or compliance with the law can be brought
4

about. Again, a prominent approach is to change the incentive structure, e.g., by increasing the
expected costs of breaking the law. For example, Braga, Weisburd et al. (1999) report evidence
from a field experiment that randomly exposed 12 of 24 matched violent crime places in Jersey
City to intense police scrutiny and intervention. In the places chosen, crime rates dropped substantially, while they did not in the unaffected places. In a similar vein, in a series of sociological
field experiments, when there were signs of disorder, like graffiti, abandoned shopping carts,
littering or bicycles locked where they were not supposed to be, this induced passers-by to also
break these and other rules (Cialdini, Reno et al. 1990; Keizer, Lindenberg et al. 2008; Ramos
and Torgler 2010). In laboratory experiments, Galbiati and Vertova (2008) demonstrate that cooperation behavior increases when an explicit expectation is spelt out and enforced by (nondeterrent) sanctions (see also Kube and Traxler 2010).
Besides, our findings also underline the power of information, as it has also been observed in
other contexts. For example, previous work on voting behavior points out that information in the
form of polls (Forsythe, Myerson et al. 1993; Forsythe, Rietz et al. 1996; Klor and Winter 2007)
or of cheap-talk electoral campaigns (Corazzini, Kube et al. 2010) affect subsequent voting outcomes. Similarly, information gathered during pre-play communication2 strongly affects subjects’ decision in subsequent coordination games (Blume and Ortmann 2007), as does information from preceding asset-market outcomes (Kogan, Kwasnica et al. 2010) or information
about group members’ previous decisions (Weber 2006). Interestingly, the literature on coordination games comes to the conclusion that pre-play information promotes Nash-equilibrium play
(assuming self-centered money maximizers). By contrast, our experimental results show that the
opposite might happen in a cooperation game like the one reported here, where the socially efficient outcome is usually not part of the subgame-perfect Nash equilibrium. Pre-play information
may indeed promote socially efficient outcomes.

3

Experimental Design, Procedure, and Behavioral Predictions

Experimental Design: The baseline treatment is a typical public-good game with punishment
and counter-punishment opportunities as implemented by Nikiforakis (2008).3 The basic game
features n=4 players and consists of three stages:
At the beginning of stage 1 (“contribution stage”), players are endowed with 20 tokens each.
Players then decide simultaneously and independently how much of their endowment they want
to contribute to a public account. We denote this decision with ci . Each token that is contributed
2
3

See alsoCrawford (1998) for a general survey of experiments on communication via cheap talk.
We have chosen this design because it provides a rich environment in which different behavioral norms may
emerge. Moreover, this design has the advantage to leave sufficient room for testing the effect of both favorable and unfavorable first impressions. Had we tested a mere voluntary contribution mechanism, previous
experiments would have indicated that cooperation is very difficult to sustain in the first place. Conversely,
had we chosen a public good game with one-step punishment, successful cooperation would have been very
likely. By contrast, according to the existing literature, if we also add the counter-punishment option, expectations are in the middle between both extremes.
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to the public account increases the payoff of each player in the group by 0.4 tokens (i.e., the
MPCR is α=.4). Each token unspent increases a player’s own payoff
by one token. The prelimi4
1
nary payoff at the end of stage 1 is thus given by π i = 20 − ci + 0.4 ch .
h =1
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Table 1: Punishment points pij per player j and associated costs C(pij) for punisher i

At the beginning of stage 2 (“punishment stage”), players are informed about every group member’s contribution to the public account. Every player i then has the opportunity to reduce the
income of each other group member j by assigning costly punishment points pij. Each punishment point received reduces a player’s income from stage 1 by ten percent. At the same time,
each punishment point assigned reduces one’s own payoff according to the cost function given in
Table 1. The preliminary payoff at the end of stage 2 is thus given by:

π i 2 = π i1



1
max 0, 10 −  p ji  −  C ( pij ) .
10
j ≠i

 j ≠i

At the beginning of stage 3 (“counter-punishment stage”), players observe who punished them
by how much in stage 2. They then have the opportunity to counter-punish the punishers by assigning them counter-punishment points cpij. The punishment technology is the same as in stage
2. Each counter-punishment point received reduces a player’s preliminary income from stage 2
by ten percent and each counter-punishment point assigned reduces one’s own payoff as given in
Table 1, but the cost of counter-punishment also depends on this player’s punishment decision.4
The final payoff at the end of stage 3 is thus given by:

π i3 = π i2



1
max 0, 10 −  cp ji  −  [C ( pij + cpij ) − C ( pij )]
10
j ≠i

 j ≠i

In treatments FAV and UNFAV, the underlying game structure remains unchanged. Compared
with the baseline the only change is that we append the experimental instructions by one additional page. The page contains selected information about unrelated groups who previously
played this game – and players know that the information is actually taken from previous experiments. They are also told that the information is selective and that all players in their group receive the same information. The information we give is the development of mean contributions
over time from four selected groups. Furthermore, we provide them with selected data about the
number of persons choosing to contribute zero in the first, resp. in the last period, and the average amount of counter-punishment that was meted out in these experiments. The way this data is
presented and the selection of the four groups are such that they constitute a positive (i.e. cooperative) impression in treatment FAV, while they constitute a negative (i.e. uncooperative) im4

That is, if i assigns counter-punishment points to j, the specific costs of the counter-punishment points depend on the number of punishment points that i has assigned to j on stage two. For example, if i had already
assigned four points to j on stage 2, assigning him a single counter-punishment point on stage three costs 3
tokens. Hence the costs of counter-punishment are given by C(pij+cpij)-C(pij).
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pression in treatment UNFAV.5 Thus, the treatment manipulations allow us to study to what extent different contents of pre-play information affects behavior.
Procedure: The experiments were run in two different locations, namely in London (UK) and
Bonn (Germany). The baseline treatment was played in both locations. As will be seen below,
the cooperation rates in the baseline treatment differ between these two locations. The observed
cooperation rates in this environment are rather low in London, while they are rather high in
Bonn .6 Taking advantage of this observed variation between the two locations, we run treatment
FAV in London and treatment UNFAV in Bonn. Consequently we refer to the London baseline as
BASEFAV and to the Bonn baseline as BASEUNFAV. Apart from the difference in location and
thus the language of the instructions, the procedure was as similar as possible in all treatments.
All experiments were programmed using z-Tree (Fischbacher 2007). Subjects in Bonn were invited using ORSEE (Greiner 2004). The composition of subjects with respect to age, gender and
field of studies was similar between locations and between treatments. Subjects were not allowed
to participate in more than one treatment (between-subject design). When subjects arrived in the
lab, they were seated in separate cubicles. The experimental instructions were then handed out to
them and read out aloud. This was done to create common knowledge and to ensure that everybody had read and understood the instructions. Additionally, subjects had to take a quiz and
could pose comprehension questions in private before the game started. The instructions were
written in neutral language, avoiding potentially loaded terms like punishment or public good
(cp. Appendix 1).
After subjects had finished reading the instructions, in treatments FAV and UNFAV they were
provided with the additional information sheet (cp. Appendix 3 and 4). Subjects were then randomly divided into groups of four and played the above described game repeatedly for ten consecutive periods. A partner protocol was used, i.e., the group composition stayed constant over
the entire 10 periods of anonymous interaction. In the end, subjects were privately paid their cumulated earnings and left.
We had 60 participants (3 sessions) in treatment FAV in the Laboratory for Experimental Economics at the University of Bonn in 2009. Participants received their accumulated earnings from
the experiment (1 token = Euro 0.04) and an additional show-up fee of 5 Euro. On average, a
session lasted 60 minutes and subjects earned Euro 14.46. The four sessions for treatment UNFAV were run in 2010 at the experimental laboratory of Royal Holloway, University of London,
UK. We used the same lab and recruited 64 students from the same subject pool as in Nikiforakis
(2008). We also used the same software. Again, participants received their accumulated earnings
from the experiment (1 token = 0.04 British Pounds). On average, a session lasted 60 minutes
5
6

The Appendix contains the exact wording of these two pages including the graphs, as well as a translation of
the general instructions that were used in all treatments.
The corresponding data that we use for our baseline treatments BASEFAV and BASEUNFAVare taken from
Nikiforakis (2008) and Beckenkamp, Engel et al. (2009), respectively. The data reported from treatments
FAV and UNFAV were collected by us. They are novel and not reported elsewhere. We are thankful to Nikos
Nikiforakis for providing us with his data.
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and subjects earned 9.06 Pounds. In the two baseline treatments, analogous procedures had been
used. The datasets comprise 48 subjects in BASEFAV and 68 participants in BASEUNFAV. Additional details on the two baselines can be found in Nikiforakis (2008) and Beckenkamp, Engel et
al. (2009), respectively.
Behavioral Predictions: For rational, self-centered money maximizing players, the game at
hand is a cooperation problem. Using backwards induction, it is straightforward that the unique
subgame perfect equilibrium is to contribute nothing to the public good at the first stage, and not
to punish nor counter-punish at subsequent stages. This leads to an equilibrium payoff of 20 tokens per period and player. By contrast, the socially efficient outcome would be achieved if everyone contributed their entire endowment, in which case every player would earn 32 tokens per
period. But in that case, each player would have an individual incentive to free-ride on the others’ contributions, which would yield him a payoff of 44 tokens, ceteris paribus. Since we announce the number of periods, through unraveling this is also the prediction for the repeated
game. The standard prediction of no cooperation not only holds true in the baseline treatment.
Providing subjects with additional information about other groups does not change the equilibrium prediction. Therefore, with rational, self-centered money maximizing players we should not
expect to observe different behavior in treatments FAV or UNFAV.
By contrast, things might change as soon as we allow for social preferences, in particular if we
expect a substantial fraction of the population to act as conditional cooperators. If conditional
cooperators are sufficiently optimistic about the cooperativeness of their interaction partners,
cooperation gives them higher utility than defection. Facing a public good, conditionally cooperative subjects should therefore base their decision on what they believe other subjects to do. The
beliefs are likely to be related to other group members’ behavior in the previous period(s). Yet,
upon the first encounter (in the first period), a conditional cooperator needs to form initial expectations of how others are likely to behave. This is where our treatment manipulation might make
a difference. Pre-play information about other, unrelated groups might influence a participant in
forming initial beliefs, which should then guide her first-period decision. If her (conditionally
cooperative) group peers were also influenced by the selective pre-play information, then group
contributions in the first period are likely to mirror the pre-play information. Her beliefs for the
second period will thus be very similar again, and so will contributions be in the second period;
and similarly in subsequent periods. In that case, we would expect to observe more cooperation
in treatment FAV than in BASEFAV, and less cooperation in treatment UNFAV than in BASEUNFAV throughout the game.

4

Results

In the following, we will first briefly describe the results from the two baseline treatments BASEFAV and BASEUNFAV. As will be seen, observed cooperation rates are low in London while they
are high in Bonn. Afterwards, we move on to show that the treatment manipulations have a sub8

stantial and significant influence on subject’s behavior. Compared to the respective baseline
treatment, cooperation rates are lower in treatment UNFAV while they are higher in treatment
FAV. As will be seen, this is likely to be driven by the change in first period’s contributions
which, in turn, are sensitive to our manipulation of first impressions. In line with this, group’s
behavior in the first period is strongly correlated with its future development, as we subsequently
show. In the last subsection, additional experiments further underline our result by explicitly exploring how beliefs react to the treatment manipulations.
BASELINES:
Figure 1 shows the mean development of contributions over time in BASEFAV and BASEUNFAV.
As can be seen, the environment in which subjects interact is complex and allows for different
behavioral patterns.7 Without any manipulation, cooperation rates are rather low in London
(BASEFAV). The mean contribution in BASEFAV is 8.72. By contrast, subjects in Bonn (BASEUNFAV) display a high degree of cooperation. They contribute on average 16.45 to the public good.
We therefore test in Bonn whether poor first impressions reduce the tendency to contribute
much, and thereby trigger a vicious cycle. Conversely we test in London whether promising first
impressions increase the willingness to give more initially, and thereby trigger a virtuous cycle.
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Fig. 1 – Mean Contribution over time in BASEFAV and BASEUNFAV
Notes: With 95% Confidence intervals around the period means. Group clustered standard errors.
BASEFAV(Nikiforakis 2008) has 48 subjects (12 groups). BASEUNFAV(Beckenkamp, Engel et al. 2009)
has 68 subjects (17 groups).
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While this observation, in particular the behavioral differences between locations, is interesting per se, here
we do not want to elaborate on this point but would like to refer the interested reader to (Beckenkamp, Engel
et al. 2009) for an extensive discussion.
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BREAKING WINDOWS:
What happens if we provide subjects with additional information that conveys a negative preplay impression? As can be seen in Figure 2, this experimental manipulation has a substantial
effect on contributions. After “breaking the window” with an “experimental hammer”, behavior
changes radically. Whereas in BASEUNFAV subjects choose full contribution in 60% (411/680) of
all cases, in UNFAV they only do so in 20% (120/600) of all cases. Also at the opposite end of the
contribution scale the effect is evident. In BASEUNFAV subjects only in 8.5% (58/680) of all cases contribute less than 5 tokens. With the treatment manipulation, this fraction grows to almost
32% (191/600). Overall, the mean contribution drops significantly from 16.45 in BASEUNFAV
down to 10.71 in UNFAV (Mann Whitney ranksum test, N = 32, p=0.0024, two-sided). Hence,
our “experimental hammer” indeed creates uncooperative behavior in an otherwise cooperative
environment, just like Zimbardo’s sledgehammer generated Bronx-like behavior in Palo Alto.
Moreover, the effect is long-lasting: the initial manipulation of expectations still leads to considerably lower cooperation even after ten periods of interaction, i.e. after 9 possible opportunities
to revise expectations.
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Fig. 2 – Mean Contribution over time in BASEUNFAV and UNFAV
Notes: With 95% Confidence intervals around the period means. Group clustered standard errors.
BASEUNFAV (Beckenkamp, Engel et al. 2009) has 68 subjects (17 groups). UNFAV has 60 subjects (15
groups).
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FIXING WINDOWS:
From a policy perspective, the opposite situation is even more interesting. Is the mere fact that
one “repairs windows” enough to foster cooperation? To test this hypothesis, in treatment FAV
we provide participants with favorable first impressions. Inspecting Figure 3, it is plain that repairing windows is less powerful than breaking them. Descriptively, once participants have seen
graphs from groups that have cooperated successfully, they contribute more. Average contributions increase from 8.7 in BASEFAV to 12 in FAV. This increase of almost 40% is remarkable,
though it falls short of being statistically significant (ranksum test, p=.1567, two-sided). Still, the
behavioral pattern seems to be strongly influenced by the favorable manipulation. While cooperation is sustained in FAV, contribution rates quickly decline in BASEFAV. Consequently, from the
second period on, mean contributions in BASEFAV are outside the 95% confidence interval of
mean contributions in FAV after participants have seen graphs from cooperative groups. Contributions rise sharply for the first three periods. They then stay more or less stable until period six.
There is a slight decay for the final periods. Compare this to the data from treatment BASEFAV.
Contributions never rise. They decay from the fourth period on. This difference of trends is significant (Mann Whitney over means of first differences, N = 28, p = .0243). Our data thus suggests that fixing windows pays. The beneficial effect only takes longer to unfold.
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Fig. 3 – Mean Contribution over time in BASEFAV and FAV
Notes: With 95% Confidence intervals around the period means. Group clustered standard errors.
BASEFAV(Nikiforakis 2008) has 48 subjects (12 groups). FAV has 64 subjects (16 groups).
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INITIAL CONTRIBUTIONS AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENT:
How does this very simple and light-handed mechanism of providing subjects with information
from unrelated groups create these strong differences in the overall cooperation rate? If we take a
closer look at our data, the answer to this question seems to be twofold.

Mean contributions in period 1

20
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5
0
0

5

10

15

Mean contributions in later periods
BASE FAV
FAV

20

BASE UNFAV
UNFAV

Fig. 4 – Initial contributions vs. future group development
Notes: Every entry in the graph represents one specific 4-person group. There are 12 groups in
BASEFAV, 17 in BASEUNFAV, 16 in FAV and 17 in UNFAV. “Later periods” refers to the mean contribution in periods 2 to 10. The 45 degree line depicts all points in which the average contribution in period 1 is identical to the average contribution in later periods.

First, we find that in all treatments contribution behavior in period 1 significantly predetermines
cooperativeness in later rounds. This can best be seen when we look at the development in individual groups. Figure 4 compares the average contribution to the public good in period 1 with the
average contribution in periods 2 to 10. There is a clear correlation between initial and future
cooperation. The correlation is strong and significant, over all treatments (Spearman’s
rho=.6981, N = 60, p<.001) as well as for each treatment separately.
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Fig. 5 – Initial contributions to the public good
Notes:BASEFAV has 48 subjects, BASEUNFAV 68, FAV 64, and UNFAV 60.

Second, we observe that our experimental manipulation has a substantial effect on initial contributions to the public good (cp. Figure 5). In BASEUNFAV, 40% of subjects go for full contribution in the first period. Yet if they receive the unfavorable information in treatment UNFAV, only
16% do so. The mean contribution in the first period drops by almost 30%, from 13.64 in BASEUNFAV down to 9.78 in UNFAV; the difference being significant (ranksum test, p=.0007, twosided). Our favorable manipulation does not have the same power. Our data suggest that “fixing
windows” in an uncooperative environment is not as straightforward as breaking them in an otherwise cooperative environment. The favorable information increases the mean contribution in
the first period only very slightly, from 10.35 in BASEFAV to 10.48 in FAV. This difference is
not significant.
Taken together, these two findings provide a possible explanation for the overall difference in
cooperation that we observe between treatments. Contributions are path-dependent, i.e., they depend on contributions in the first period. These first contributions, in turn, are apparently manipulable by our very simple mechanism (though the strength of this manipulation seems to be
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asymmetric). Thus, if people are provided with unfavorable information, i.e., if they observe
“broken windows”, they start with low cooperation rates and also stay at low cooperation rates in
the long run; favorable information at least makes it easier to sustain cooperation in the long run.
This suggests that subjects seem to form an initial expectation about how others are likely to behave and base their decision on this expectation. The initial expectations then appear as some
kind of self-fulfilling prophecy: The mere pre-game expectation of an uncooperative environment leads to an irrevocable loss of cooperation throughout the game (and vice versa).
PRE-GAME EXPECTATIONS:
To shed more light on the role of expectations, we subsequently ran additional experiments in
2010 at the Econ Lab of the University of Jena, Germany. In these experiments, subjects received exactly the same instructions and had to answer the same control questions as in the
games above. However, instead of actually playing the game they were then told that these experiments had been conducted before. Their task was to guess how much those previous participants contributed on average to the common project in the first period (rounded to the next integer). Moreover, subjects had to state how confident they were in this expectation (on a Likert
scale ranging from 1 to 7, where 1 means “being very unsure” and 7 means “being very sure”
about the belief).8
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Altogether, 96 subjects participated in these experiments. In the first treatment, subjects received
the instructions from the baselines. In the second treatment, they received the instructions of
treatment Fav. Finally in the third treatment they received the instructions of treatment Unfav.

0
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20 0

5

10

15

20

Belief about initial mean contribution to PG
Fig. 6 –Beliefs and Confidence
Notes:BASE has 48 subjects, FAV and UNFAV have 24 subjects respectively. The bars denote the share of subjects
in a given treatment expressing a certain belief. The dashed lines represent linear prediction plots for the subjects’
self-reported Confidence (with 95% confidence intervals). Confidence is measured on a 7-point Likert scale ranging
from 1 (“I am very unsure”) to 7 (“I am very sure”).

8

In the belief elicitation stage, subjects had to guess a whole number between 0 and 20. If the guess was exactly correct, they received 4 Euros. If the guess was wrong, they received 0 Euros. The confidence question
was not incentivized. See Appendix 5 for details.
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As Fig. 6 shows, the information manipulation has a strong effect on beliefs. In BASE, subjects
expect the first period’s contribution to be 10.27 on average. The belief drops to 8.04 in UNFAV,
i.e. if they know that participants received the unfavorable information sheet. The difference is
significant (ranksum test, p=0.0472, two-sided). By contrast, the average belief increases from
10.27 to 12.96 in FAV. Again, the difference is significant (ranksum test, p=0.0054, two-sided).
Mean confidence does not vary significantly across treatments. Interestingly however, as can be
seen in Fig. 6, in each treatment confidence is negatively correlated with beliefs. Subjects with a
relatively pessimistic view of other’s cooperativeness are considerably more confident than those
with optimistic beliefs. This pattern is significant and very robust9 and might give us an indication for why actual contributions react strongly to negative selective information, but only cautiously to positive selective information. The less confident optimistic beliefs might be more
prone to external manipulation than the more confident pessimistic beliefs.
Taken together, the additional experiments provide further evidence for the above interpretation
of our results from the repeated public-good game. If people face a cooperation problem and observe “broken windows”, they strongly expect that others are not likely to cooperate, so they
themselves also do not cooperate. By contrast, if “windows are fixed”, they believe that others
might cooperate, but at the same time acknowledge the cooperation dilemma. Thus, they are not
very confident in their expectation. This translates into only intermediate rates of cooperation –
though this seemingly suffices to at least sustain cooperation over time.

5

Discussion

In this paper, we have explored whether cooperative behavior reacts to selective pre-play information about other, unrelated groups. To this end, we have used an experimental framework that
captures cooperation situations which are sufficiently rich, so that several potentially conflicting
behavioral norms might emerge. We find that the aggregate level of cooperativeness is dramatically reduced by giving subjects examples of uncooperative behavior. The opposite intervention
was less powerful, but still effective. If participants in an otherwise uncooperative environment
saw examples of successful groups, cooperation rates were stabilized, while they quickly decayed otherwise. A likely reason for these findings is that cooperation is path-dependent, i.e.,
long-run behavior is strongly correlated with initial contribution rates – which, in turn, are a reaction to the pre-play information given to the subjects. The latter might be due to a change in
subjects’ expectations about others’ behavior, as was suggested by our additional experiments.
Our findings have a number of important implications. First, they clearly point to the relevance
of pre-game communication – a factor which has only lately started to receive significant attention in the literature. While the existing literature usually focuses on self-chosen cheap talk mes9

Log-Level OLS regression of ln(confidence) on belief. A 1-point increase in beliefs corresponds on average
to a 2 % decrease in confidence (p=0.004). This result is robust to adding treatment dummies, changing the
functional form to Level-Level or Log-Log, or running a Tobit.
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sages (for an overview, see Crawford 1998), we demonstrate that also exogenously selected,
one-way information about other players can alter how players act in subsequent games. In particular the findings of our second series of experiments might be of interest to this literature.
They suggest a possible channel through which the observed effects of cheap talk are mediated,
namely through the alteration of subjects’ pre-game expectations.
Second, and closely related, is our finding that there seems to be a strong asymmetry in the
strength of the reaction to the mechanism. By giving subjects examples of uncooperative behavior, the aggregate level of cooperativeness is immediately reduced. By contrast, optimistic foreign experiences need time to unfold their beneficial effect. Bad impressions carry more weight
than good ones, so that creating bad behavior is seemingly easier than producing good one – a
finding which is also mirrored in previous work on the prevalence of “bad” vs. “good” (cf.
Baumeister, Bratslavsky et al. 2001). Thus, one might expect that also other mechanisms which
build on the manipulation of beliefs perform differently, depending on the content of the experience as well as on the specific environment in which they occur.
Taken together, our results underline the power and importance of information and experience in
shaping cooperative behavior. The bottom line is that observation matters. Interestingly, people
do not only learn from what they experience themselves. They also seem to learn “vicariously”,
by observing others, or by seeing the results (Bandura 1977). The effect is even present when
participants are told that the information they are receiving is selective. This connects our study
with the growing literature on social learning (for a recent meta-study see Weizsäcker 2010). Our
subjects’ behavior critically depends on pre-game expectations, which we show to be easy to
deteriorate in a complex setting – simply by providing subjects the opportunity of vicarious
learning.
This suggests that, in appropriate circumstances, impression management might indeed be a feasible tool to avert, or at least to mitigate, the danger of social dilemmas. Of course this is a paternalistic intervention. But note that conditional cooperators need not even be deceived for the intervention to be successful. All that is required is that they expect the manipulation to matter for
a sufficient fraction of the remaining members of their group, be that because they are deceived,
or because they are skeptical themselves, but willing to give cooperation a try since the intervention gives all of them one and the same informational starting point.
For policy makers these findings represent both a chance and a peril. If they do not manage to
repair broken windows quickly, both literally and metaphorically speaking, chances are a vicious
cycle starts. By contrast, if they can induce some to lead others by their socially beneficial example, this strategy may well work. In particular, policy makers would want to prevent (perhaps
wrong) pessimistic beliefs from spreading. In any case, we show that home-grown expectations
must not be disregarded in order to attain socially desirable outcomes. Consequently in situations
where the success of a law depends on the willingness of individual citizens to cooperate – for
instance in areas like waste separation and sustainable water use – government might want to
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consider a PR campaign in order to create a general atmosphere of cooperativeness within the
population.
Managing first impressions might certainly be less effective if the large majority of addressees
know better. The intervention requires a sufficient degree of uncertainty. Yet in political reality,
quite a few public goods are characterized by deep conceptual and factual uncertainty. Problems
like climate change are heavily contested among scientists and not well understood by many.
Addressees have to trust expertise. If in the eyes of addressees the underlying social problem is
opaque, they are also likely to be uncertain how others will react to it. Most importantly, addressees face behavioral uncertainty whenever they newly enter a community. They do not know
local mores, nor do they know how determined the group is when it comes to enforcing them.
The results in this paper should, of course, not be taken as arguments against the importance of
elaborated, incentives-altering mechanisms in general. For instance, the effectiveness of our very
simple mechanism seems to be asymmetric, since it has a hard time to increase cooperation in an
otherwise uncooperative environment. Still, our findings suggest that minimal interventions can
have a strong behavioral effect. Future research could try to explore the interaction between such
simple and other, more complex and intrusive mechanisms. Besides, it might also be informative
to study in more detail if certain player “types” (like selfish actors, conditional cooperators, or
altruists) are affected differently by mechanisms in the spirit of the one presented here. It is even
conceivable that such interventions change the preferences of certain players. Another important,
though challenging, next step would certainly be to move into the field and to investigate the
effectiveness of means to foster cooperation in a more natural setup. Extending on our work allows for studying these and other interesting aspects in the future.
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Appendix 1: Instructions Baseline
You are now taking part in an economic experiment. If you read the following instructions carefully, you can, depending on your decisions, earn a considerable amount of money. It is therefore important that you take your time to understand the instructions.
The instructions which we have distributed to you are for your private information. Please do not communicate with
the other participants during the experiment. Should you have any questions please ask us.
During the experiment we shall not speak of Pounds, but of Experimental Currency Units (ECU). Your entire earnings
will be calculated in ECUs. At the end of the experiment the total amount of ECUs you have earned will be converted
to Pounds at the rate of 1 ECU = 4 p and will be immediately paid to you in cash.
At the beginning of the experiment the participants will be randomly divided into groups of four. You will therefore be
in a group with 3 other participants. The composition of each group will remain the same throughout the experiment. The experiment lasts 10 periods and each period is divided into 3 stages.
The 1st stage:
At the beginning of each of the 10 periods each participant will receive 20 ECUs. In the following, we shall refer to
this amount as the “endowment”. In the 1st stage, your task is to decide how to use your endowment. You have to
decide how many of the 20 ECUs you want to contribute to a project (from 0 to 20) and how many of them to keep for
yourself. The consequences of your decision are explained in detail below.
Once all the players have decided their contribution to the project you will be informed about, the group’s total contribution, your income from the project and your payoff in this period. Your payoff in each period is calculated using the
following simple formula. Again, if you have any difficulties do not hesitate to ask us.
Income from the 1st
stage

= Endowment of
ECUs

– Your contribution to the
Project

+ 0.4*Total contribution to the
Project

st

This formula shows that your 1 stage income consists of two parts:
1) The ECUs which you have kept for yourself (endowment – contribution)
2) The income from the project, which equals to the 40% of the group’s total contribution.
The income of each group member from the project is calculated in the same way. This means that each group
member receives the same income from the project. Suppose the sum of the contributions of all group members are
60 ECUs. In this case, each member of the group receives an income from the project of: 0.4*60=24 ECUs. If the
total contribution to the project is 9 points, then each member of the group receives an income of: 0.4*9=3.6 ECUs
from the project.
You always have the option of keeping the ECUs for yourself or contributing them to the project. Each ECU that you
keep raises your end of period income by 1 ECU. Supposing you contributed this point to the project instead, then the
total contribution to the project would rise by 1 ECUs. Your income from the project would thus rise by 0.4*1=0.4
ECUs. However, the income of the other group members would also rise by 0.4 ECUs each, so that the total income
of the group from the project would be 1.6 points. Your contribution to the project therefore also raises the income of
the other group members. On the other hand you also earn an income for each point contributed by the other members to the project. In particular, for each point contributed by any member you earn 0.4 ECUs.
In addition to the 20 ECUs per period, each participant receives a one-off lump sum payment of 25 ECUs at the beginning of this part. This one-off payment can be used to pay for eventual losses during the experiment. However,
you can always evade losses with certainty through your own decisions. Note that this lump sum payment will
not be used to calculate the income from the period. It will only be added to your total income from all the periods at
the very end.
The 2nd stage:
At the 2nd stage you will be informed how much each group member contributed individually to the project at the 1st
stage. At this stage you can reduce or leave equal the income of each member of your group by distributing
points. The other group members can also reduce your income if they wish to.
If you choose 0 points for a particular group member, you do not change his or her income. However if you give a
member 1 point you reduce his or her income by 10 percent. If you give a member 2 points you reduce his or her
income by 20 percent, etc. The amount of points you distribute to each member determines, therefore, how much you
st
reduce their income from the 1 stage. If one player receives in total 4 points his income will be reduced by 40% and
st
if he receives 10 or more his income from the 1 stage will be reduced by 100%.
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If you distribute points you have costs in ECUs, which depend on the amount of points you distribute. You can distribute between 0 and 10 points to each group member. The more points you give to any group member, the higher
your costs. Your total costs are equal to the sum of the costs of distributing points to each of the other three
group members. The following table illustrates the relation between distributed points to each group member and
the cost of doing so in ECUs.
Points
Cost of points per
person

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

0

1

2

4

6

9

12

16

20

25

30

Example: Supposing you give 2 points to player 1 this costs you 2 ECUs; if you also give 8 points to player 3 this
costs you a further 20 ECUs; and if you give 0 points to the last group member this has no additional cost for you. In
this case, your total costs of distributing points would be 22 ECUs (2+20+0) and not 30 ECUs.
The following equation summarizes the previous information. Your total income from the two stages is calculated as
follows:
= Income from the 1st
stage

Income at the end
nd
of the 2 stage

* [(10 – received points)/10]

– Costs of distributed points

nd
rd
Please note that your income in ECUs at the end of the 2 and the 3 stage can be negative, if the costs of your
st
points distributed exceeds your (possibly reduced) income from the 1 stage. You can however evade such losses
nd
with certainty through your own decisions. Should your income become zero or negative at the end of the 2
rd
rd
stage you will not be able to continue to the 3 stage. If your income becomes zero or negative at the end of the 3
stage you can simply use your 25 ECUs that we gave you in the beginning in order to pay this off.

The 3rd stage:
In the 3rd and final stage, after being informed of the points that the other group members assigned to you, you will be
given one last opportunity of assigning points back to the other participants, thus reducing their income. We shall call
these points “counter-points”. You will only be able to assign counter-points to participants who assigned
points to you during the 2nd stage
The costs of assigning points, as well as the income reduction caused by each point remain the same as before. The
following table shows you how to calculate the costs for assigning counter-points.
Costs for assigning counter-points to one specific group member in the
3rd stage
Points that you already assigned to
nd

one specific group member in the 2

Counter-points you assign to that same group member in the 3rd stage

stage

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

0

0

1

2

4

6

9

12

16

20

25

30

1

0

1

3

5

8

11

15

19

24

29

2

0

2

4

7

10

14

18

23

28

3

0

2

5

8

12

16

21

26

4

0

3

6

10

14

19

24

5

0

3

7

11

16

21

6

0

4

8

13

18

7

0

4

9

14

8

0

5

10

9

0

5

10

0

nd
rd
Example: if you distribute 2 points in the 2 stage to player 1 you have a cost of 2 ECUs If in the 3 stage you decide
to distribute 3 counter-points to player 1, a further 7 ECUs are added to your cost.
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Your income after the 3rd stage (= period income) is therefore calculated as follows:
Income at the end
rd
of the 3 stage

= Income from the 2nd * [(10 – received counterstage
points)/10]

– Cost of distributed counterpoints

If you have any further questions please raise your hand and one of the supervisors
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Appendix 2: Control Questionnaire
1.

Each group member has an endowment of 20 ECUs. Nobody (including you) contributes any ECUs to the project. What is:

2.

a.

Your income at the end of the first stage? ………

b.

The income of the other group members?………

Each group member has an endowment of 20 ECUs. You contribute 20 ECUs to the project. All other group
members contribute 20 ECUs each to the project. What is:

3.

a.

Your income at the end of the first stage? ………

b.

The income of the other group members?………

Each group member has an endowment of 20 ECUs. The other three group members contribute together a total
of 30 ECUs to the project. What is:

4.

a.

Your income at the end of the first stage if you contribute 0 ECUs to the project? ……….

b.

Your income at the end of the first stage if you contribute 15 ECUs to the project? ……….

Each group member has an endowment of 20 ECUs. You contribute 8 ECUs to the project. What is:
a.

Your income at the end of the first stage if the other group members together contribute a further total of 7

b.

Your income at the end of the first stage if the other group members together contribute a further total of 22

ECUs to the project?...............
ECUs to the project?...............
5.

At the second stage you distribute the following points to your three other group members: 9, 5, 0. What are the
total costs of your distributed points?….

6.

What are your costs if you distribute 0 points? ……

7.

By how many percent will your income from the first stage be reduced when you receive from the other group
members a total of:

8.

a.

0 points? …

b.

4 points? ...

c.

15 points? …

At the second stage you distribute the following points to your three other group members: 2, 2, 0. In the third
stage you distribute the following points to your three other group members: 1, 1, 1. What are the total costs of
your distributed points?….

9.

By how many per cent is your second stage income reduced, if you have received the sum of 3 counter-points
from the other group members in stage 3?
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Appendix 3: Additional Sheet FAV Treatment
Additional information for today’s experiment
This experiment has already been run at two laboratories in Bonn (Germany) and London (UK). The following figure
shows you the contribution behaviour in four selected groups from both locations.

Group 1

Group 2

Group 3

Group 4

max

Average contribution in the group

75%
50%
25%
min
max
75%
50%
25%
min
1

5

10

1

5

10

Period
In these selected graphs you see how much the 4 group members contributed on average to the group project. In the
selected groups 1 and 2 the contributions are high right from the beginning. In the selected groups 3 and 4, average
contribution starts somewhat lower but rises over the course of the experiment.
Some additional numbers from the experiments in Bonn and London:
a)
b)
c)

In the first round of the two previous experiments, 58% to 74% of the contributions were between 10 and 20.
In the last round, up to 53% of the contributions were equal to 20.
Players, whose income was reduced in stage 2, only used counter-points in stage 3 in 29% to 41% of all
possible cases.

All these graphs and numbers are meant to give you some orientation concerning the type of situation you might be
in during the experiment and what you might possibly expect from the other members of your group.
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Appendix 4: Additional Sheet UNFAV Treatment
Additional information for today’s experiment
This experiment has already been run at two laboratories in Bonn (Germany) and London (UK). The following figure
shows you the contribution behaviour in four selected groups from both locations.
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In these selected graphs you see how much the 4 group members contributed on average to the group project. In the
selected groups 1 and 2 the contributions are rather low and display a decrease over the course of the experiment. In
the selected groups 3 and 4, average contributions are low right from the beginning
Some additional numbers from the experiments in Bonn and London:
a)
b)
c)

In the first round of the two previous experiments, 37% to 55% of the contributions were between 0 and 10.
In the last round, up to 52% of the contributions were equal to 0.
Players, whose income was reduced in stage 2, only used counter-points in stage 3 to reduce the income of
those who had given them points in stage 2. Every time they used counter-points they reduced the income
of those who had given them points in stage 2 by 18% to 25%.

All these graphs and numbers are meant to give you some orientation concerning the type of situation you might be
in during the experiment and what you might possibly expect from the other members of your group.
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Appendix 5: Belief Elicitation
As noted in the main text, subjects in the belief elicitation had to read the same instructions and answer the same control questions as the participants in the contribution treatments. However, once ztree started subjects were told the following on their
screens:

You have just read the instructions and answered the control questions. This game has already been played in other
laboratories. The participants of those experiments read the same instructions as you and answered the same control
questions. You are not going to play this game today. Instead, your task is to answer the following question:
What do you think, how much did those previous participants contribute on average in the first round to the project?
Your guess………
We have rounded the average down to the next whole number, i.e. the correct answer is a whole number between 0
and 20. If you guess is exactly correct, you will receive 4 Euros. If your guess is wrong, you will receive 0 Euros.
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Appendix 6: Additional Data Analysis

Table A1: Summary Statistics of Punishment and Counter-punishment across Treatments

BASEFAV

BASEUNFAV

FAV

UNFAV

(1)

Punishment

0.65

0.35

0.92

0.51

(2)

Counter-punishment

0.17

0.11

0.21

0.23

(3)

Counter-punishment (conditional)

0.72

0.78

0.59

1.06

Notes: All figures are means of (counter-)punishment points given per period and subject. (3) is conditional on
subjects being able to allocate counter-punishment. Subjects could only allocate counter-punishment in stage
3 if they had been punished in stage 2.

Parametric Analysis
We have participants interacting over 10 announced periods in fixed groups of four. Moreover
all our data is right-censored since many participants contribute their entire endowment of 20.
Most of our data is also left-censored in that a substantial fraction has kept the entire endowment.
The ideal functional form would therefore be a mixed Tobit model. Unfortunately, such a model
is not available. Random effects Tobit would ignore that observations within groups are not independent. A linear mixed model would ignore that observations are censored. We therefore estimate Tobit models, with lower level 0 and upper level 20, and correct standard errors via bootstrapping, with resampling at the level of entire groups. All models work with 50 repetitions,
which is known to be sufficient for correcting standard errors.
In the comparison between BASEUNFAV and UNFAV, a non-parametric bootstrap (resampling
pairs of dependent and independent variables) yields significant effects. We therefore do not report results from a (semi-)parametric bootstrap resampling residuals (for background see Cameron and Trivedi 2005:360 f.), nor from „wild“ bootstrapping, which randomly assigns error terms
using the procedure developed by (Wu 1986; Mammen 1993), using the parameters proposed by
(Cameron and Trivedi 2005:377); unsurprisingly, showing significance becomes even easier if
one relies on these methods. By contrast, these more advanced methods make a difference in the
comparison between BASEFAV and FAV, which is why we report all three estimates. Since we
only use bootstrapping for correcting standard errors for the dependence of observations, parametric bootstrapping is justified.
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In the comparison of BASEUNFAV with UNFAV, in all models we find a strong and highly significant negative effect of the belief manipulation. There is no time trend, and no interaction between time and treatment. By contrast, punishment has a highly significant negative main effect:
those who have been punished in the previous period still contribute less than the group average
in the subsequent period. This holds irrespective of the belief manipulation, as shown by the insignificance of the interaction effect.
Table A 2: Comparing BASEUNFAV with UNFAV
model 1
model 2
unfav
-10.708
-10.709
(.001)
(.001)
period
.027
(.896)
unfav*period

model 3
-9.275
(.001)
.163
(.568)
-.263
(.453)

lagged received punishment (lrecpun)
unfav*lrecpun
cons

22.104
(<.001)

21.957
(<.001)

21.218
(<.001)

model 4
-10.972
(.001)
-.421
(.116)
-1.947
(.013)

model 5
-11.583
(.004)
-.474
(.215)
.102
(.796)
-1.949
(.013)

26.022
(<.001)

26.347
(<.001)

model 6
-13.768
(.005)
-.615
(.184)
.304
(.498)
-3.400
(.006)
2.273
(.172)
27.723
(<.001)

depvar: contribution. Tobit, with lower level 0 and upper level 20. Models correct for the dependence of observations per individual and
within groups by bootstrapping, with random draws of entire groups. A non-parametric bootstrap is administered, i.e. pairs of dependent and
their independent variables are randomly selected. p-values in parenthesis. N = 1152. 95 left censored, 494 right censored observations.

In the comparison of BASEFAV with FAV we get a different picture. We have a positive main effect of the belief manipulation in all models. But it is significant only with wild bootstrapping
(models 1, 2, 4), and weakly significant with model 4 (which controls for lagged received punishment). There is, however, a significant interaction between the treatment and the time trend
in model 3. It also is present in wild bootstrapping in models 5 and 6 at conventional significance
levels, and it is weakly significant with alternative bootstrapping methodologies. This indicates
that the belief manipulation stops contributions from quickly eroding. In models 4 and 5, we also
find the negative effect of lagged received punishment, as in the comparison of BASEUNFAV with
UNFAV.
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Table A 2: Comparing BASEFAVwith FAV
model 1
fav
6.151
(.122)
(.211)
(.004)
period

model 2
6.126
(.123)
(.181)
(.006)
-.584
(.010)
(.001)
(<.001)

model 3
1.071
(.789)
(.745)
(.683)
-1.114
(.001)
(<.001)
(<.001)
.925
(.015)
(.019)
(<.001)

fav*period

lagged received punishment

model 4
7.275
(.085)
(.074)
(.001)
-.939
(<.001)
(<.001)
(<.001)

-1.395
(.038)
(.024)
(<.001)

model 5
3.114
(.502)
(.332)
(.286)
-1.335
(<.001)
(<.001)
(<.001)
.695
(.092)
(.081)
(.014)
-1.369
(.046)
(.021)
(<.001)

13.867
(.002)
(<.001)
(<.001)

16.205
(.001)
(<.001)
(<.001)

fav*lrecpun

cons

7.714
(.023)
(.002)
(<.001)

10.906
(.002)
(<.001)
(<.001)

13.790
(<.001)
(<.001)
(<.001)

model 6
2.612
(.662)
(.433)
(.446)
-1.348
(.001)
(<.001)
(<.001)
.726
(.101)
(.072)
(.018)
-1.610
(.222)
(.101)
(.003)
.405
(.791)
(.709)
(.560)
16.444
(.002)
(<.001)
(<.001)

depvar: contribution. Tobit, with lower level 0 and upper level 20. Models correct for the dependence of observations per individual and within
groups by bootstrapping, with random draws of entire groups. We compare three different bootstrapping techniques, with p-values in parenthesis
and in the following order: non-parametric; parametric over residuals; wild bootstrap. N = 1008. 214 left censored, 277 right censored observations.
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